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Interview guide qualitative research example

First, we need to talk about user research that is conducted with interviews. When we think about user research, we immediately introduce ourselves to a customer development interview. Nevertheless, like any other type of research, interviews have their limitations:They require significant skills and
knowledge to conduct (consider reading the mother test and leveling JTBD on the subject); It is easy to misinterpret what your customers say; They take a lot of time to plan, coordinate, document, etc. (Calendly can relieve some of this pain); Your choice of respondents may not be representative of your
user base. In addition, there are certain situations where product managers and designers are limited in their ability to talk to an actual user. For example:The product is very early and has no users; Users are not willing to devote time to an interview (look talkative if you face this problem); The company
has a tight budget and can't afford to offer customers incentives to chat with Amazon gift cards. So should you stop talking to users? No.Should you explore other ways to learn more about them? Yes.We have collected some of our favorite user research techniques to inspire all co-founders, product
managers, designers, and ethno researchers. Let's dive in directly. Take a course on the expertise of your users In many cases, create a product for users in the industry where you have little to no experience. Over time, you'll learn more about the topic, but that knowledge may not be enough. You don't
have a complete understanding of the area, you won't see it the same way as your users. Solution? Take a course. It will help you to better relate to your users, even without conducting actual interviews. Thanks to a variety of platforms (e.g. Udemy, Masterclass, Monthly, Coursera) you can learn
everything online today. Personal exampleWe have 3 primary target groups for our product: product managers, engineers and QA testers. The problem is that none of us were a tester before, which meant that we lacked the knowledge in this area. We decided to fix this and took a course on manual and
automated testing. Some of the things we learned there would have taken months to figure out with typical user research. Tip: During the course, try to focus on identifying the most basic low-level issues. As an outsider, you have the advantage of keeping things fresh with your eyes What experts take as
a status quo, you will be able to question and build a disruptive product as a result. Try to do the work of your customers yourselfIf you feel adventurous and make a course too easy, you can actually try to step into your user's shoes yourself. It's hard to think of a better way to do user research than to
become a user. In fact, if you are a founder of, say, a taxi ordering service, should definitely try a taxi driver for a certain time. However, if you are an employee, it may be difficult to get a buy-in from your management. But you can show them this article and say that we approve :)Personal exampleWe
once had the chance to build a product that uses satellite data to help farmers automatically create the so-called fertilizer application maps. These maps allowed self-propelled tractors to distribute the right amount of fertilizer to individual parts of the field. As you might expect, our experience with
agriculture before that was 0 (if not less than 0). We therefore organized a few company visits, had a tractor driven and experienced the fertilization skin-sized. Of course, it was much more revealing than user research through interviews. It has helped us to uncover the problems that farmers would never
have mentioned, as they take them for granted, of course. Take a (short) look at competitionThat's something you shouldn't normally do. Why? You can compare your products based on functionality and be tempted to copy the features of competitors. Problem 1: It makes you a follower. Issue 2: Despite
the fact that you could be in the same industry, their users are not your users. Do you want to spend time with someone else's customers? However, if you approach this exercise in the right way, it can be a really powerful user research technique. The key here is not to look at the implementation, but to
try to understand what customer needs they were trying to address. However, it is important to remember that your users may not have the same problems. But it can give you new ideas that you can discuss with your customers in the next User Research Interview. It can also help product managers
decide what not to do and what features not to be implemented. Personal exampleA bit of background first. Our Chrome extension allows product managers and QA testers to record their screen while automatically collecting technical data in the background. This allows engineers to get better bug reports
and fix errors faster. Despite the fact that you can record your screen with our tool, we do not compete in the domain of general screen recording. (Side note: If you're interested in positioning, check out a talk by Ryan Singer of Basecamp.) Nevertheless, we occasionally take a look at normal screen
capture tools. Partly because our has shown that some of our customers have previously used fewer specialized tools. One of them is Loom.When We tried Loom, We noticed that they allow users to let comments and reactions connected to a certain second in the video. We cannot know for sure why
these characteristics (especially time-based reactions). Our guess was that it was done to make the videos more viral and to promote communication between viewers. It didn't sound like a our target group would welcome it, but we have decided to review this in the next User Research interview. We were
right. Our interviewee was not interested. But! You mentioned that it would be useful to leave comments related to a particular technical protocol. In this way, the other products have helped us to learn better for our own customers. See what your audience is looking forIn a user research interview, people
are never their true self, which makes interpreting what they say and mean even more difficult. They are also limited in time. This means that you can't always dig as deep as you want, and explore as many areas as you want. And you're the one asking questions, so there's going to be a lot of issues that
you just haven't thought about. However, it is your job to find out all your customers' problems. And what do people do if they have a problem? They ask for help. And where are they asking for help these days? The Internet.Many searches start with Google. So it should be with you. But Google itself is
nab best place to understand what your audience is looking for. No problem. SEO tools can be surprisingly helpful for user research. For example, you can switch to Ubersuggest (free) and enter a search expression that your user might type in Google. From this, you can see related queries and their
search volume. Step by step, you're going deeper into the topic. With Ubersuggest you will also find first-class items. Read them to learn more about what your users might be interested in. Get inspired by what else they can ask Google. And then (you guessed it) go back to Ubersuggest and check the
search volume. The next station would be various online forums and communities. There are a lot of them, so let's take a look at the most prominent: Quora and Reddit. You should also review the forums that are relevant to your specific industry. RedditReddit is all about specific communities. Join a few.
Depending on the industry, you can start with one of these e.g. r/programming, r/marketing, r/design. You can then see what problems people are asking to help them and what solutions Redditors offer. Be careful not to use Reddit as a self-promotion or marketing platform. You are here to do user
research. QuoraThe best game plan for Quora is to find a few questions that you know your users can ask them. Next, take a look at the best-coordinated answers and look at the profiles of their authors. An author would normally only be active in one domain, which for you. You can review which
questions you've answered and understand what problems your audience is trying to solve. Study User BehaviorWe have saved this for the last as it is the most obvious approach to do user research without interviews. Despite the fact that it is obvious, we could not skip it. There are 2 Ways to
understand user behavior in your product: analytics and user session recording. AnalyticsTools such as Google Analytics and Mixpanel help you track events, create funnels, and understand what your users are doing in your product. Many articles have been written on this subject, so we will not dive any
further. User Session RecordingThere are a few tools (such as FullStory, HotJar, CrazyEgg) that let you view videos of how people interact with your product. You can see their mouse movements and clicks, how and what they fill out in the forms. It's the next thing to sit behind your customer and watch
them use your product. It doesn't take long to see patterns in user behavior - even 50 sessions might be enough to learn something new. You can read a post by Oleg Yakubenkov of GoPractice. There are a few things you should keep in mind when recording user sessions: GDPR and growing privacy
concerns could affect the future of this user research method; Before you enable recording of user sessions in production, you should really make sure that you do not record sensitive data, such as credit card information. Many product managers we've talked to aren't happy with this approach because
most users don't know their screen is being recorded. In addition, the script can affect load speed and performance. To closetalk with your users is important! But every technique also has its weaknesses, so you should always use a combination of user research approaches. We really hope that the
methods discussed in this article will help you learn more about your customers and solve more of their problems. Subscribe to your daily summary of the top tech stories! Stories!
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